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Coneco provides the best solutions for your needs
BY CB STAFF

T

here is nothing worse than
needing a specific instrument
or equipment and not finding it
when you need it. Well, this doesn’t
happen when you rely on Coneco de
Puerto Rico.
Coneco sells top-of-the-line industrial equipment and instrumentation, provides consultancy support
to customers to determine the best
solutions for their needs, and provides engineering services in process-automation projects and daily
plant-activity support.
“The industry has been moving
toward more efficient operations
and, in the past three years, emphasis
has been on looking for strategies to
reduce energy consumption through
more energy-efficient equipment
and solutions,” said Enrique Medina,
president of Coneco.

Established in 1973,
the Carolina-based company carries an impressive line of products
from top-notch manufacturers. As if that weren’t
enough, the company is
offering high-efficiency
equipment that not only
will help customers save
money on energy, but
will also help reduce downtime.
Some of the lines and products offered by the company are: Lightnin
Mixers (industrial mixers for manufacturing processes with sanitary
products for the pharmaceutical
industry); DeZurik Valves (control
valves for industrial and water system processes); Broadley-James
(bioreactors and process sensors);
Schubert & Salzer (sanitary control
valves); Tower Tech (high-efficiency cooling towers); Evans Consoles

(control rooms and monitoring
control-room furniture); Pro-Tech
(industrial work station); StoneL
(Valve Link and Field Link); and
Honeywell (field and wireless field
instrumentation, control systems,
MES [Manufacturing Execution
System] solutions and systems-integration services).
“Realizing the changes in the industry, Coneco de Puerto Rico has
been adding products like cooling
towers from Tower Tech and solutions from Honeywell to help our

customers achieve their objectives in these areas,” added Jorge
Iglesias, company sales manager.
To help customers optimize the
use of these products in their process applications, Coneco’s team
of engineers provides a number
of services primarily related to
the process-automation industry.
This includes project engineering,
which entails front-end engineering, detailed design, panel construction, control system-configuration
implementation and system installation. In the area of complementary
services, Coneco de Puerto Rico
offers commissioning and start-up,
factory acceptance tests, installation
and operational qualification, validation documentation and network
certification. Installed base services
include onsite system support, system inspection and routine and turnaround maintenance services. 䡲
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PACIV offers integrated services to P.R.’s life sciences industry
BY LAURA E. NAZARIO

P

ACIV was founded in 1997 to provide integrated turnkey solutions in the areas of control systems, instrumentation, commissioning,
qualification and validation services for the life
sciences industry. “In 1997, PACIV became the
first and only company in Puerto Rico to provide
integrated turnkey services in three disciplines:
control systems, instrumentation and commissioning/qualification/validation,” said company
President & CEO Jorge L. Rodríguez.
When the company began, he noticed the limited services provided by outside providers were
fragmented within each discipline. “Basically,
the three aforementioned services are required in
any particular automation project within the life
sciences industry, and no service provider was
able to offer all three under one roof. Therefore,
I started PACIV to address the market’s needs,”
Rodríguez stated.
“PACIV has control-system engineers and technicians who are certified and experienced in the
control systems we design, configure, commission and validate. We understand the complete
system cycle—from design and configuration to
commissioning, computer-system validation and
maintenance—and have a profound commitment
to satisfying our clients’ needs and expectations.
We have all the required resources to provide
our services—from design and integration engineers to instrument technicians—to calibrate
and assist in the execution of testing activities
using our own instrumentation-testing standards,”
Rodríguez said.
He said his company’s “understanding of automation and compliance allows us to minimize
efforts during commissioning activities as well as
development and execution of validation activities resulting in lower implementation costs for
our clients’ automation-compliance solutions as
well as reliable and fast systems delivery. Our
risk-based approach combined with our commissioning-delivery model allows us to rightsize the
validation effort ensuring compliance-automation
projects become cost-effective, accelerate speed
to market and consistently meet all quality and
regulatory needs.”
When you are looking for world-class
service in the life sciences and
medical device industries...

The PACIV board, from left, are Shawn Perkins, professional engineer (P.E.), director of engineering services
(PACIV-USA); Wayne Snelgrove, vice president of operations (PACIV-Europe); Samuel Estrada, P.E., vice
president of operations (Region 2, PACIV-Puerto Rico); Jorge L. Rodríguez, P.E., president & CEO; José
Calderón, vice president of operations (Region 1, PACIV-P.R.); Ana Medellín, human resources leader; Rick
Straw, vice president of operations (PACIV-USA); and Luis Meléndez, director of regulatory compliance
services (PACIV-P.R.).

The company has earned numerous recognitions.
In 2007, PACIV became the first and only Puerto
Rican company with a Harvard Business School
case study taught as part of the “International
Entrepreneurship” course that enabled students
to learn how to provide the best value to multinational companies within the supply chain.
“We have also received the prestigious Eli Lilly
& Co. Global Supplier of the Year Award for our
outstanding high-quality service and commitment and the 20 Best Employers in Puerto Rico
Award,” Rodríguez pointed out.
Commenting on the industry’s changes over the
past five years, Rodríguez said: “Our clients are
facing incredible challenges that include many
product patent expirations starting in 2009, biotechnology or specialized drugs and reduced
product development, regionalization of manufacturing excellence per process, government

pressure to lower costs and generic and global
competition.”
Rodríguez believes these challenges present
enormous opportunities for Puerto Rico “because
we have the best knowledge-based workforce in
the world within the life sciences manufacturing
industry. PACIV is a specialized service-solution provider that has a trusted brand, a “glocal”
[global and local] presence, in-depth experience
and knowledgeable pool of resources. Therefore,
PACIV is in a position to develop the needed
business models to create, capture and sustain
value for our clients’ current challenges on a
global level.”
PACIV successfully grew from a one-man operation in 1997 to feature more than 100 associates in 2008 and locations in Puerto Rico, the U.S.
mainland and Europe. Total sales surpassed $10
million in 2008. 䡲
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